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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily a Chanticleer in the morning tan In
if only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau

Transfer recruitment pr
SUbmitted by
Public Realtions

A program to assist and advise students interested in
transferring to Coastal from any of the state's technical
colleges to Coastal is underway.
Sue Colvard, Director of Admissions at Coastal, said
the college has implemented a plan that enables stuaents
who begin associate degrees at schools such as HarryGeorgetown Technical College to readily transfer to Coastal
to complete a baccalaureate program.
A formal articulation agreement for college transfer
was finalized last spring between Horry-Georgetown
Technical College President Kent Sharples and Coastal
Chancellor Ron Eaglin.
Colvard said a group of administrators from Coastal

has started travelling to targeted areas in South Carolina to
talk to students now attending technical colleges who ant
totransfertothefour-yearCoastaIcamp . Theflr t topof
the tour was at Horry-Georgetown Technical Collcge on
Deccmber4.
Coastal Vice Chancellor for Academic Affai Ron
Ingle said. "The meeting being arranged for traIl fer recruitment are part of the ongoing efforu. of the institution
to meet the needs of students in our service areas.
More than 47 course offered at South Carolina technical schools have tran fer equivalents at Coastal.
For more information about the program, contact the
Coastal Office of Adm is ion at 448-1481 347-3 61 or 5460234, extension 2027.

Tarleton resigns GApre ide c
by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

In a move posse sing of a minimum of
public turmoil, Trevor Tarleton, SGA
President, has stepped down. Tarelton's
decision to leave SGA is due to his failure to
maintain the required grade point average.
Tarleton officially resigned January 10
in a letter to SGA.
tlln the spring of 1991 when I decided to
run for the office of Student Government
association President, 1 wanted to build a
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Presidency.
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Jonathan Shanks h
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strong and effective student government
After being elected, I experienced a lot of
traumatic experiences during the months
that followed. These experiences affected
me financially. emotionally, physically, and
academically. The result was a semester of
only moderate achievements. Coa tal
Carolina needs a leader who can devote the
time and energy necessary to create a powerful SGA.
My performance this past semester was
below the academic standard that i ex-
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"Any fool can tell the truth, but it requires a
man of some sense to know how to lie well."
-Samuel Butler

Editorial
Include name, address, and
telephone number, please
Why don't we publish some or the letters we receive? We
realize how important it is to provide a forum for the widest possible
diversity of opinions. Every American in this country is guaranteed
the right to voice their opinions as stated in the frrst amendment of the
Constitution of the United States. This newspaper's readers are
guaranteed the right to voice their opinions in the fonn of letters to the
editor, and the editors are able to speak through the editorial column.
We welcome--we encourage--dissenting and assenting opinions
concerned with public interest and timely topics. Why is it then, that
some of the letters we receive do not come out in print? Sometimes
it may be because of human error, but more often than not the letters
that are not
printed are in
some way not
fit for publicaIt is frustrating for us to
tion. For example, let us
receive letters that can
consider two
not be printed.
letters submitted between
Dec. 5 and Jan. 15 that were denied publication.
• A letter was mailed in from an angry parent of a student. The parent
had a valid opinion about some material printed in The Chanticleer,
but the author did not include a return address or phone number so that
the letter could be verified. Worse, the closing of the letter was
illegible, and we could not detennine the last name of the parent
• Another letter was submitted by some Coastal sports fans. They
raised some interesting points about the women's basketball team at
Coastal, but like the other letter, theirs failed to include a return
address or a phone number.
•
The Chanticleer has received countless letters to the editor. Over
the past three semesters we have probably set some sort of record for
the most letters--or maybe a record for the most space provided for
letters of assenting and dissenting opinions of our readers.
We will publish any and all letters so long as they are found not
to be libelous and are in specific accord with our letters policy:

.
POLITICALLY CORRECT EDITORIAL CARTOON

Opinion:

With no exceptions,
• All letters should be signed with the author's name, address,
telephone number, and major, position, or relation to the college;
• All letters will be confirmed;
• Letters are accepted from parties off-campus who have an interesting
and worthy opinion;
• All letters should be typed or very legibly written and should be
limited to 250 words or less;
• All letters will be edited for length, clarity, and libelous material;
• Any accusations made in letters by the author are subject to
confrrmation and must be supported by factual materials.
• No letters will be printed anonymously or with a false pen name.
In addition to letters, The Chanticleer accepts "guest editorial
pieces," lengthier submissions dealing with worthy topics. These
items are reviewed individually by the editorial board.
If any of the editorial guidelines can not be adhered to because of
extenuating circumstances, The Chanticleer urges the author to contact
Brian McGuire, Editor-in-chief, ext. 2330 (on-campus), or 349-2330
(when dialing from off-carnpus), or come by The Chanticleer newsroom upstairs in the Student Center, room 202.
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P.O. Box 1954
Conway, S.C. 29526
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The Chanticleer is a student publication of Coastal Carolina College.
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Student Media Committee and advertising revenue. This newspaper is protected under the copyright
laws of the United States. All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.
MEMBER SOUTH CAROLINA PRESS ASSOCIATION COLLEGIATE DIVISION

LETTERS POLICY
The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerning interesting and timely topics. All letters should be
signed with the author's name, address, telephone number, and major, position, or relation to the college. All letters
will be confmned. Letters are accepted from parties from off--campus. All letters should be limited to 250 words.
All submissions should be typed or legibly written. With no exceptions, all letters will be edited for length, clarity,
and libelous or lewd material. Any accusations made in letters by the author are subject to confmnation and must
be supported by factual materials. Letters may be delivered personally or through campus mail to The Chanticleer
office in room 202 of the Student Center. Letters may also be mailed to the above address.
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"Any fool can tell the truth, but it requires a
man of some sense to know how to lie well.·
-Samuel Butler
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here comes a time when every

edition of the Chanticleer (the Rooster),
which was printed just prior to exams in the
fall '91. I simply strayed from my intentions
while writing the article. I was in a hurry and
failed to realize my mistake. The result was
an article that was close to, if not out-right,
lewd. I have limits dictated by religion and
good taste. I judge myself as having passed
those limits. Certainly, the article was lightweight compared to the junk shown on daily
TV, but that kind of justification doesn't get
by me. Some people would say I'm taking
this too seriously. I disagree based on sev-eral principles, two of which rlllisl First,
one need write "dirty" to write humorously.
Sad is the joke or story that depends on
"dirt" for laughs. Second-this is on a more
personal level-I feel that consistency is
very important. The article wasn't consistent with who I am. There is a silver lining
in the mistake; for this I am thankful.

Point of Reference
I was able to reach the above conclusions because of my point of reference
(POR). Everyone uses POR but not everyone uses the same one, even in identical

One step bac

/ Jerrald
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circumstances. So what exactly is POR?
Remember the Cartesian coordinate system?
You grapghed points, lines, and curve uing it. Point (6,4); over 6, up 4. Where
would you start? The Origin. Thus the
origin is that system's POR. Suppose you
were to graph the point (17, 23). You might
lose count, but you could always go to that
POR and s4lrt over. Obviously, POR i of
the utmost importance. Think about it
Virtually every decision you make relies on
a point of reference.
There are situation-specific POR's.
Suppose you wish to write a check. but you
think your account may be low. What do
you do? You u e the appropriate POR to
enable you to solve the problem. You balance your checkbook or maybe even visit
the bank. So POR is easy and logical, and
we don't even need to really think abou it?
Sorry, but if that was the case, I wouldn't be
interested enough to write this article.
For the most part, POR is easy once one

r
becomes aware of il POR is surely logical.
Thi is so true that one could say that by
definition POR is logical, a logi , mathematics, and POR are forever inlertw ined.
Where thing. start to get tic'y i when one
applies POR to philosophy and ideology.
POR should be applied to how live are
lived and how lives are governed. If we
consider the sad condition our world is in,
obviou ly not enough of u are using the
rightPOR.
Some people use them I ve
their
POR. There are philosophie based on thi
view. I could (and probably will) write an
entire column showing the enormous error
in thi . For now, I'll ju 1 put a big era ' in
its foundation and save total demolition or
later. Thefollowing hould give you an idea
of the enormity of the error: Suppo you
and a friend are out in a glas -bottomed boal
Loo ing down you pot what appear to
a recently sunken boat. You remember
hearing something about a missing boat

fe of u are-con i ten
off tra" -a a n tion and a
can and hopefully will guide u
trac .

Letters to the Editor / readers respond
A little more
discretion, please
Dear Editor,
I am one of the many who are
"caught in the middle" of the situation regarding Coastal's possible
secession from the USC system.
I have heard and read often
about the "arrogance" displayed
by the main campus towards branch
campuses. This claim is disgusting hypocrisy, as I have noticed,
since 1985, an arrogance displayed
by many at Coastal towards USC.
It leaves my totally flabbergasted.
Although I am aware that
much of it was humor, I am tired of
some of the cheap shots leveled at
USC by The Chanticleer. As far as
the notion that USC "sucks" in
sports, let me remind you that last
season their basketball team spent
two months in the top 25, won 20
games, defeated powerhouse North
Carolina, and slaughtered Temple.
For the most part, I have always loved and enjoyed the Coastal

campus, its professors, and its students. As far as my loyalties are
concerned, I have always been a
Gamecock first, a Chanticleer
second (a very close second). and
any other college I may support
finishes a very distant third.
But, thanks to the pathetic,
closed-minded anti-USC arrogance I see festering, my attitude is
changing. Twice this season, I saw
Coastal play Clemson in baseball,
and I pulled for the Chanticleers
with all my heart and soul. However, if I attend such a contest
again, I may very well show up
wearing garnet, black, and orange.
Very Sincerely,
G. Nick Phillips, Jr.
Coluinbia grad student

Canceled classes
neglect students
Dear Euitor,
How great I thought I had done
when I registered for five classes
in my major. I had it made with the
right classes at the right times. I

went to my first day in Function
of Language in Bu iness, H477 in
ACE 09, with only two other
students. One of the other noticed
the puny note on the door notifying
us that the class was canceled due
to lack of enrollmenl
The first day of class is not the
proper time to notify a student of
cancellation. I received no letter
from the school and have no alternative classes to choose from. I am
happy to pay my tuition and buy
my books, but please give me the
respect that I am due.
Sincerely,
John Mills

High book prices
Dear Editor,
Havel got your attention? One
reason book prices are higher is
because with the depletion of the
world's forests, wood and paper
becomes more valuable.
This is a huge problem that
has rea onable solutions, not a
trendy fad that will come and go.
Il's not just a problem of losing

acres and acres of forests and pretty
trees, including rainforests and
multitude of un nown bio phere
specie. It is the destruction of our
fragile little spaceship, Earth. Our
oxygen and water purification
sy tern is being destroyed more
quic lyeveryday.
The results of this deva tation
are not just our pay.ing more for
books, it is the destructipn of 0 r
planet ithin our lifetime. The
causes of this destruction are no
only our use of ood products and
our wastefulness. The solutio i
not just recycling, but it i a start.
There are many mind-boggling facts abou hat is happening and why. It is a vast, serious
subject. As abJe-bodied, owledgeable people, we should be
outstanding examples in an effort
to recycle everything we use. Don't
fill the trash can on campus, fill
the recycling bins! Give a hoot,
help save the Earth.
Sincerely,
Curti Tuc er

less.
ters
clarity, and Ii lou 0 e d
terial. Letters may deli ered
personally or thro gh camp
mail to: The Chanticleer Student
Center, room 202. Lett rna
also mailed to: Th Chanti-

cleer I P.O. Box 19
SC 29526.
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"Disease is the retribution of outraged
nature."
-Hosea Ballou

Why chastity?/ Freda R. Green
any infmnities cannot be prevented. Birth defects are not preventable, nor is cancer, and even
the cause of the common cold is
not known.
The list of
unpreventable diseases is long. Research is
on-going for their cause and their cure.
Recently a new malady of great concern has
appeared. It is the sexually transmitted
disease, AIDS. Much time and money has
been spent on fmding a cure for this ailment
As a consequence. there is the ever-prevalent discussion pertaining to education for
safe sex. The issue of safe sex is so great that
even a National Commission on AIDS has
been formed One topic of discussion is
whether condoms should or should not be
make available to high school students. The
media is ftIled with names of well-known
people who have died with AIDS or those

" AIDS IS
. not a plague that strIkes
.
people unawares, but a disease
.
. a II ows t h ern to be In
. Iieeted. "
that strIkes
people whose behaVior
who have the mv virus. Popular thought
seems to be that promiscuity is all right as
long as a person is protected. But the powers
in charge have been focusing on the wrong ..
aspect AIDS can be prevented. The point
of chastity should be made rather than the
point of protection.
In ten years, there have been 120,000
deaths in the United States from AIDS, a
figure which include some· from Horry
County. and the list is growin6 by the day. In
addition. there are at least another million
carrying the mv virus in this country. Aren't
we each responsible for our own behavior?
Diane Hales writes in An Invitation to Health,
"AIDS is not a plague that strikes people

unawares, but a disease that strikes people
whose behavior allows them to be infected."
Whether it is concern of contracting
sexually transmitted diseases or an unwanted
pregnancy, there is no such thing as safe sex
for either the male or female. Both are
vulnerable.
Approximately three years ago, a young
man who married into my family two years
before was contacted by a judge in the
county where he resides. The judge reiterated that his court had reason to believe the
fellow was the father of a ten-year-old girl
who was a ward of his court. This guy was
issued a subpoena for a DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) test, the undeniable genetic

fingerprint The test confmned the judge's
belief. The girl was a product of his misbehavior when he was sixteen years old. He
and his wife became parents immediately.
In addition, they were in debt to the court for
the child's back fmancial support to the tune
of $7,000.
Brooke Shields has announced to the
world through television that she intends to
remain a virgin until she marries. If Brooke
Shields can remIDn chaste, can not anyone
else do the same?
A campus sage relates that sexually
transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies can be prevented with one aspirin.
The prescription is as follows: Take one
aspirin and place it between the knees at sex
time. This is wise advice. Promiscuous sex
carries the fear of creating an unwanted life,
and in today's world, it can also be deadly.

Reincarnation/ Michael A. Wallick
ecently I viewed a rerun episode
of Star Trek: The Next Generation. An ambassador, Odan, had
a love affair with Dr. Beverly
Crusher. Odan was severely injured and it was found that Odan was a
parasitic alien which hosted on a humanoid
body. Two major conflicts arose. One dealt
with an ability to continue a physical relationship with, fust another man's body, then
the body of a woman. This is a good jumping-off point for a discussion on the big evil
in orthodox Christian circles, reincarnation.
There are those who choose to believe
it is arrogant of a man to believe a soul is
ready for an eternal and equal relationship
with the creator after only a lifetime's experience. There are some who believe God
gives a gift of eternal unity with the creator
with the acceptance of Christ into one' slife,
and there are those who choose to believe
both the former examples are hopeless
megalomaniacs who are so preoccupied with
what will come, they lose today. The truth
is there is no proof for or against life before
or after death.
The orthodox Christian church is based
on the passage in Heb. 9:27: "And it is
appointed to a man once to die, but after this
the judgement.. .." However. I must ask as I
have many times, "Which death?" Do we
speak of the spiritual death or the physical?
I was taught my soul died a spiritual death to
sin and self will when I surrendered my life
to Christ. At the surrendering of the former
my slate is washed clean and I am saved
from the eternal flames of Hell. I have also
~n taught I will die physically and un-

dergo a final judgement I can't figure out
which judgement is the judgement. Which
is the big payoff, or the which is the ultimate
bankruptcy?
Those who believe in reincarnation say
there is no ultimate which puts an end to
lifetimes of spiritual wanderings. The soul
is educated throughout its existence by the
experiences brought to it by successive
lifetimes. The Bible itself tells us, "And
there are also many other things which Jesus
did. the which, if they should be written
every one. I suppose that even the world
itself could not contain the books that should
be written. Amen." There is then the most
blatant example when Jesus speaks to
Nicodemus telling him a man must be born
again. Jesus speaks of being born of water.
The human body is 98% water. The womb
is wet. In fact, most women who go into
labor break their water just before doing so.
Water. The spirit refers to the soul.
As a man once told me, "You read
reincarnation out of the bible, and I will read
it right back in." There are many scriptures
in the Bible which allude to reincarnation.
How could John the Baptist have been Elias
(Matt. 17: 10-13) had Elias not been reincarnated? How could God have loved Jacob
and hated Esau before they were born to
Issac, had Esau and Jacob not already lived?
There are so many allusions to reincarnation
in the Old Testament it would take more
than one lifetime to discuss them all.
I am not trying to change anyone's
mind, but I am throwing out another point of
view that people reject because their preacher
tells them to. I suggest one read about Edgar

Cayce, or the Dead Sea Scrolls, or the Nag
Hamadi writings.
There is a purpose for reincarnating.
Christ taught that we should love our
neighbors, as well as our enemies. How is
one to gain that kind of compassion? The
orthodox church teaches one to pray for it. I
see preachers every day who pray for understanding and compassion, but the revert to
quoting the scriptures and telling people
they are being punished for not living godly
lives. I am not condemning churches or
clergy, for the world does contain churches
and clergy who do truly care, and who go out
of their way to help in any way they can.
Those fellowships who undertake the
building of Christian retirement communities for the wealthy Christians of society, or
Christian amusement parks, or huge Christian libraries reek of the men described in
Math. 23. Those sending missionaries and
laypeople out to deprived areas to work hard
for little or no reward but the satisfaction of
being able to help have my sincerest gratitude, and I wish never to criticize such an
organization. The former are those who
have gained compassion.
I can not know how my brother feels if
I have never been in his shoes, nor can I
know how my sister feels if I have never
been in hers. When God created the soq1 it
was male and female. It divides when it
incarnates on earth in order that it may
experience both male and female experiences. Sometimes the female soul gets into
a male body, and sometimes the male into
female. One may draw his own conclusions
on the implications of the former. When the

male soul's incarnation meets the female
half's incarnation, each is meeting his respective soul mate. Soul mates can be
involved in physical relationships, but they
are mostly good friends who have a very
clear and compassionate relationship. with
one another. If one was cruel and abusive in
one life, he may be victimized in another. If
one was victimized in one life, he may be
given a special affmity for helping those
who are experiencing the same in another.
Each injustice endured is a payment of a
karmic debt, and each benefit a reward,
whether material or spiritual; we all know
which ones count most. I have also found
praying for how I will endure things, rather
than asking why things happen to me.
How much will God interfere? I don't
believe he does. My prayers serve more as .
questions to myself, I call them prayers
because I have been conditioned to do so.
Rush says it best in Roll the Bones: "We go
out in the world and take our chances. Fate
is just the way of circumstances. That's the
way Lady Luck dances-roll the bones.
Whyarewehere? Because we're here-roll
the bones. Why does it happen? Because it
happens-roll the bones," I hope the fundamentalists forgive Rush and me for
equating life to a craps hoot.
I wish I could say that I am an advanced
soul. but in reality I am far to selfish to
believe such folly. I have a hard time seeing
myself in heaven after this lifetime talking
with "The Man" on an equal footing. I
believe Christ's example was intended to
show me the way to develop my soul. Get
honest. Do people really deserve a heaven?
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--Milton

Libes named 1991 Lar d Co er a
Submitted by
Public Relations

Susan Libes, associate professor of
marine science at Coastal, has been named
Soulh Carolina Wildlife Federation Land
Conservationist for 1991. Libes was chosen
for her leadership and technical contributions to land use decisions in the Grand
Strand area. She will accept the award at a
banquet Saturday, January 25 at the Myrtle
Beach Martinique. The annual award will
be presented at a banquet sponsored by the
South Carolina Wildlife Federation.
Libes was nominated for the award by
Elizabeth Puskar, dean of the School of

SUson Ubes.Ph.D. has been named Land
Conservati~ist

for 1991 .

atural and Applied Scienc at Coastal
and the inyah group of the Sierra Clu .
In 19
Libe rccei cd funding from
the ational Science Foundation to acquire
instrumentation to e tabli h a program in
Marine Analytical Technology at Coastal.
Today. the program train Coastal tudents
to conduct environmental quality research
in coastal region. In addition, Li
has
served as a moderator for the Fall Forum , a
serie of public forums on environmental
issues sponsored by the Center for Marine
and Wetland Studies at Coastal. She has
recently completed a collegiate textboo on
marine chemistry to be published by John
Wiley and Son in 1992.

Li
i an environm tal rellresentati"e
the tate Ie el. he i al
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Communtiy service should be req ired of co ege
,

by EDDIE DYER
Associate Professor of Government

American individualism has been under attack recentl y. It is being blamed for a
variety of national ills, including a loss of
community.
Along with relating this issue to higher
education in South Carolina, I have a proposal.
We have two primary purposes in
academia, and they both relate to the improvement of society: 1) to seek the truth
and 2) to produce good citizens.
In seeking the truth, we must only be
intellectually honest in putting forth new
ideas and the fruits of our research, even if
they are unpopular.
As for producing good citizens, it's
hard to develop a standard, since Americans
appreciate individuality. A sad fact. though.
is that we're doing very little in our public
colleges and universities to teach and foster

the typical
an appreciation of community, which is the state subsidize
undergraduate' tuition at publi in 'tuvital to good citizenship.
To improve this situation, I propose tions with about 3,600 each year. Therethat each student at a public institution of fore, the average student ould be indirectly
higher education be required to do 100 hours paid about 36 per hour for their efforts,
of community service each year.
which is an excellent wage.
A different program could be instituted
This would amount to about four hours
for
University
of South Carolina la stuper week during the school year-an afterdents,
who
are
each subsidized with about
noon of work-or they could do it all in the
11,000
per
year
and USC medical hool
summer in their hometowns.
of
whom benefits from apstudents,
each
Aside from the good that would come
proximately
$51,
annually in state ubfrom their labor, this requirement would
also: 1) introduce students to civic- sidies.
TIle law students could agree to do a
mindedness, 2) show them that their help is
badly needed, 3) diminish the ·'Iet govern- certain amowlt of free legal work for the
ment do it" mentality that has come to per- poor, upon graduation. The S.C. bar already
meate our society's attitude toward social has such a program in place, and it has
problems, 4) improve higher education's designated as a Presidential upoint ofligh "
The medical students could bac the
relations with the taxpayers, and 5) develop
200,OOO-plus invested in them by the mill
a sense of community in our students to
wor crs and fanners of thi state by agreemake them better citizens.
This program would also be fair, since ing to spend the frrst several years of their

zen .
Reprk1ted 'tNIth the perm

of
CoItmbio. SC. January l5. 1992

Coastal students rank in top len ·n T& C a
COLUMBIA, SC - As of January 2, after a month of trading in the
AT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge, Mickey Lincoln holds first place
among participating college students
participating state-wide. Lincoln, a
Coastal freshman with an account
valued at$546, 125.09, also ranks 219th
out of more than 12,500 college students participating nationwide.
The AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge, created by Wall Street
Portfolios, is a nationwide educational
stock marketcompeti tion that recreates
actual stock market trading without

fmancial risk to the players.
This year's competition offers
more than 5200,000 in cash and merchandise from AT&T, Texas Instruments, Delta Air Lines, and Carnivals
Crystal Palace. The competition is also
co-sponsored by USA Today.
Participating in this year's competition are approximately 12,500 students from 898 colleges and 700 prof(> sors and teachers from around the
nation. Trading will stop at the market'
closing bell on February 28. Participants with the mo t valuable portfolio
will win.
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Kevin Delane
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David T . Cromley
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"Labor conquers all things."
-Homer

Job Placement Info / Mollie 'tartJuck
Internships and Summer Employment

utilities, and education.
Calling all sophomores and juniors! The
Coastal seniors can utilize several
Career Placement Office is receiving a lot of structured recruitment services and job
information from government agencies, search preparations programs to develop
business and industry, al d non-profit orga- and ca out their search for employment
nizations about career related summer wor
(See e 'or shop and recruitment calenexperiences and internshl s. Employer ac
dars.) . so e Career Placement Office
tively seek new graduates who have valuab e maintain employer directories an
career experience gained through such op
number of specialized bulletins related 0
portunities. Ask around! Profe. $ors , seniors specific rna rs. Career counseling i~
who held career related j
IT!
in- availab e 0 those students who are no
ternships, and employer w'll el you ex
ure about
at • inds of work th y are
actly why these experienc s are so importanL seeking or wh ) need assistance n cleve
You can build skills a d maK valuable oping a job search strategy.
contacts that will make 1 easier for you to
The Career Placement Office is locat
find a full time job after aduation.
in Room 206 of th Student Center a (
So come lJy the Career Plac mentO f ce regular hour are 8:30 a m. to 5:00 p.m.
and look over t
ppurtuniues! Mosl daily. Ew'o n
deadlines for appl Jng are March 1, 1992.
'as needed
mp
ull~ ,
Job Market
Thehiringoutloo for the first quarter 0 . *CurremJobs fur Graduate.
1992 looks hopeful for job hunter , accor - Employment Bul1 ~ in for
ujor
ing to a quarterly su
by
I
er
The survey showe.d at· c South i ex cd- *Current Jobs 1
ing a positive gal
two percent in em- CommunIcation
ea f the co 11 with *Opportunities 10 PUblic Affairs, Business,
ployment - the on
Liberal
, and Governn
a positive outlook.
This report should encourage sprin
*The Job Sec "er - Science . ploymen
graduates with some qualifications. Most 0
*Environmental Opportumties - Science
the gains in employment will come in service and Education
companies which traditionally offer lower '" Art earch - Theater, Management. Marwages. The weakest areas of hiring for the keting, and Art
South will include transportation, public *YMCA National Listing - P.E., Recre-

r

Library Hours, Spring Semester 1992
Regular hours 'are in effectfrom Monday, January 13 through
Saturday, May 2, except as noted.

Regular Hours - Spring 1992
Monday - Thursday ---------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
~riday --------------------------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.1.n.
Saturday ------------------------------------ 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday ------------------------------------ 1:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Exceptions
Spring Break
Sunday, March 8 --------------------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday, March 9-13 ------------ 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 14 ------------------------ Regualr hours resume
Easter
Sunday, April 19 ---------------------------------------------- Closed

End of Semester
Sunday, May 3 -------------------------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Monday - Thursday, May 4-7 --------------- 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday, May 8 --------------------------------- 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 9 ------------------------------- 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 10 ------------------------------------- 1:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Summer hours begin May 11, 1992

auon, and Business
*RECRUIT, the Commonwealth of Virgmia - all majors
*The Federal Job Opportunities Listing - all
majors

Workshops
he Career Placement Office will be
::;pon.:oring Placement Orientation Workhops (POW) and Job Search Workshops
(JSW from January 20 hrough January 31.
These workshops are held in Room 204 of
the Student Center and do not require advance
sign-up. They are open to alumni as well as
\lfay 992 graduates.
orkshop Schedul B ginning Jan . 20
'3 a.m.-12:30 p.m. OW
- : 0-5:00 p.m. POW
- 1'00-2:00 p.m. POW
22 0 a.m.-12:30 p.m. OW
23 - 1'00-2:00 p.m. POW
24 - 7:30-8:30 a.m. POW
- 11 :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. JSW
27 - 1:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. JSW
- 4:00-5:00 p.m. JSW
28 - 1:00-2:00 p.m. JSW
29 - 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. JSW
- 1:00-2:00 p.m. POW
30 - 1:00-2:00 p.m. JSW
3 i - 7:30-8:30 a.m. JSW
- 1:00-2:00 p.m. JSW
In addition, the Placement Office has
scheduled special recruitment events as
listed:
January28 - Peace Corps representative, infon:nation table, SC Overflow all day
29 -Peace Corps individual interviews, open
sign-up SC Room 206
February11 & 12 - Professional etiquette workshops,
open to all students (required for attendance
at the professional networking dinner) SC
Room 204, advance sign-up
17 - Professional networking dinner, 6:00
p.m. SC Overflow, by ticket purchase only
21 - Health professions career day, 11:30
a.m.-l:00 p.m. SC Room 205
27 - F.N. Wolf and Co., Inc., individual
interviews, all majors interested in fmancial
planning/sales, SC Room 201, open sing-up
March
20 -Career Recruitment day ,Francis Marion
College, all majors, open sign-up beginning
March 1
27 - Education career day, 2:00-5:00 p.m.,
December 1991 and May 1992 education
majors, no advance registration required
Also, a large amount of summer employment/internship information is being
received in the Placement Office from state
and federal agencies, private business and
industry and the non-profit sector. Application deadlines generally are March I, 1992.

Campus
Notes
Mama There's a
Man in Your Bed
Origmally titled "Romauld andJ uliette,"
Coline Serreau's latest film features two
contemporary star-crossed lovers. Romauld
is the director of a yogurt company whose
life and business are quickly going downhill. His wife is running around on him, his
assistant is poisoning the product, and his
colleagues are framing him for insider
trading. The onI person who sees what i
really gomg 1 is u iette. the ompany's
cleaning woman. She offers refuge for
Romauld and shows him how to put his life
back together in this romantic comedy that
cuts across class and color line .
"Mama" was shown Sunday, January 19 at 3:00 p.m. in Wheelwnght auditorium. Future movies will be announced
prior to show mg.

Help for Problems
with Alcohol
Merry Christmas?
For some students, going home over the
holidays meant entering the family circus
where large amounts of alcoholic spirits
flowed freely. Perhaps the environment
was a bit unpredictable, maybe volatile,
certainly emotionally unsupportive.
Know that you are not alone! More
than four out of ten adults in this country
grow up with alcoholics in their families.
Hope and help are available for you through
various groups and agencies. Stop by the
Counseling Center, 206 SC, for more information or call extension 2340.
Happy New Year!

Office of Registrar
We in the Registrar's Office would like
to welcome all new andretuming students to
the Spring 1992 semester.
The Registrar's Office is responsible
for registration activities and for maintaining student academic records. We look
forward to assisting you in any way that we
can. If you have questions or concerns
regarding your academic record, registration
or adjustment, the schedule of classes, etc.,
please call upon our staff.
The Office of the Registrar is located in
Singleton 108. Office hours are 8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday with
evening hours Tuesdays and Wednesdays,
5:00 - 7:00 p.m. from January 14 - April 22.
The office will not be open for evening
hours during the week of Spring Break
(March 9-13).
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"Think much, speak little, and write less,"
--Italian proverb

EN:
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Residency from page 1

Sigma

by S. MARK SIKES
Sigma Nu president

Welcome to Coastal. You have
JIlade a great choice! The educational
opportunities available to you shall be
tremendously exciting and diverse.
. Yet, even the smallest college campus
can be intimidating to some. For many,
the Greek system has provided a shelter away from home as well as the
institution. The Greek system can
make the college experience more enjoyable.
Some of the advantages are: Close
Friendships, an emphasis on Academ• ics, a wen rounded social life - events
that provide interactions with other
students, Sports-Greek organizations
usually have a team in just about
every intramural sporting event, Involvement--Greeks are very involved
in all aspects of college life on and off
campus, Students that get involved,
stay involved. Involvement creates a
sense of community.
I invite you to take a close look at

the Greek System at Coastal. Attend
rush events this semester. These
events will allow you to meet fraternity members and see what fraternity
life is like, plus they are causal and a
lot offun. There is no better way to get
offon the fight foot at a college than by
making new friends.
Sigma NuRush Events - Spring 92
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE!
Tuesday, January 21, - Bowling mixer at
Surfside Billiards with Theta Sigma S0rority
8:00 - U~til (Meet in Donn E - 103 at 7:30)
Wednesday, January 22, - Roller Skating
with Delta Phi Omega Sorority
8:00 - 10:00 (Meet in Student Center at
7:30)
.

Thursday, January 23, - Closed
Rush** .Friday, January 24, - Closed Social**
** Invitation Only - Contact S. Mark
Sikes at 347-2475 for direction s or for
further information concerning Rush
Events.

Students who operate motor vehicle
with out-of-state tags and who possess outof-state licenses need only show their Coastal
I.D. to establish their exemption if stopped
for a residency check according to the State
Police. Students who have South Carolina
licenses and vehicles with out-of-state tag
may be in violation of the 3O-day registration law, according to the State Police.
Capt. Garison further staled that a student with a South Carolina license "may
operate a vehicle with out-oC-state registration if that vehicle is properly insured and
registered and belongs to the parents of the
student Students who attend Coastal with

resident tatus "rna not opera a chi I
regi tered to them ith out-of- tat La . I
a student has a outh Carolina dri
license and they own a car, !hat car has to
registered in South Carolina," Cpt Turn r
of the Coastal Carolina Co1Jege Boli
id.
~'They have thin -day to regi ter th
hide."
According to til
La P 1ice
Carolina loses tax mone wh
dents fail to register their vehicl . "If
knewthcwholenumber," idCaplGan
"po ibly I,
worth 0 10 t La
money" re ul from failur to comply
the registration la .

CAN You AFFORD To Go WITHOUT YOUR CAR FOR A DA 0

CA

OU

THROW

FFO 0

o

A

H you can afford $85, then don't worry about parking iIIegaJl
entrance off of College Road. If you don't ant to ha e to thro 0 mo
or bother with retrieving your car from impoundment then the Coastal Carolin
College Police Department asks that you not par in the entrance of uaiI eli . It
isn't the college cops that are threatening to to --it's the S.C. HIGH ~ PATROL
If you get a blue warning saying 'Thi vehicle i ubject to 'n 0
Highway Patrol" then take it as ju t that: a warning.
DO 'TPAR THEREA ¥MORE.
Park at the new parking lot at the Wall Building in front of Re ident Hall A.

•••••••••••••••••

= Sunglass Sale
= (with this coupon)
= Serengeti 30% off

•
•
•
•

25% off
25% off
20% off
ReVO(nylon only) 20% off
•
Suncloud
20 % off
•
Gargoyle
200/0 off
All others
15% off
• Not valid with any other pro• motions. expires 2/9/92

=

Bucci
Bolle
Ray Ban

=

••
••
••

The Eyew ar
Bouse

= Waccamaw Outlet Mall m

•........... _..

=
=

•
•
•
•
•

=
•
•

=
•
•

••
••
•

Reception for fall 1991 issue
Thursday, January 23, 1992
12:00 to 2.00
Student Center 103
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-The nature of business is swindling.--August Bebel

Coastal business center has banner year

Submitted by
Public Relations

'.

The Coastal Wall School of Business
Administration and Computer Science administrators and faculty report a rise in research, publications, projects, presentations,
and professional service for the 1990-1991
academic year. Sparked by the Center for
Economic Development, housed in the Wall
School of Business and under the direction
of Pete Barr, the school has completed or is
in the process of completing more than 26
economic center projects.
"We have been involved in a teemendous amount of activity from private as well
as government sources," Barr said. "The
projects range from the very simplest tasks
such as the responses to demographic questions of the region to the implementation of
such sophisticated models as the Area
Council of Transportation computer program. We have been involved in anything
and every thin!; - the opportunities have been
terrific," he said.
Coastal students have been involved in
a multitude of the projects, according to
Barr. "Studentsgathereddataforthecounty
in the Bucksport and Burgess communities.
This public service experience was a real
eye-opener for thje students and a great help
in getting infonnation for the establishing of
sewerage systems in these areas," Barr said.
Students also gathered data for a Myrtle
Beach Area Chamber of Commerce Canadian-American Days study.
Topics of the center's activities include
such titles as "Computerized Decision Sup-

port for the Horry County Development
Board," "Regional Economic Assessment
for Grand Strand Water and Sewer Authority," "Myrtle Beach Air Force Base Proposed Closure," and "Economic Impact of
Hurricane Hugo." Other projects include
studies for Horry County, area chambers of
commerce, and the impact of spring break in
North Myrtle Beach.
The center's Computerized Decision
Support System is a demographic infonnation system in census track fonnat. The
program allows computerized crossing of
tax map material and demographic information, and provides data immediatel} for
analysis. "This program is unique to the
state and the nation," Barr aid. "The program allows the user to sp li t census tracts,
merge, and manipulate them. It has a low
cost and high portability," he said. With
Barr, the program was written by Marvin
Marozas, director of Computer Services at
Coastal, and Coastal student Jan Williams.
The Horry County component was funded
by the Horry County Development Board.
Another center project is "Measuring
the Economic Impact of Highway expansion in North Carolina Upon the Grand
Strand." Barr said the development of the
project, funded by the Area Council on
Transportation, came in response to a $9.3
billion highway expansion project in North
Carolina. Data were derived from a variety
of sources: South Carolina Department of
Parks, Recreation and Tourism; North
Carolina Division of Travel and Tourism;

Pete Barr, director of the Center for Economic development In the Wall School of
Business at Coastal.

U.S. Travel Data Center; North
Carolina Department of Highways; state tax commissions;
chambers of commerce; the center; and primary research efforts.
Barr and Coastal business administration professors Dennis Rauch
and Gerald Boyles were project
researchers.
Although the business faculty
have played crucial roles in the
activity ofthe center, their research
in progress, publications, presentations, public and professional
service projects independent of the
Center for Economic Development total more than 130 for the
1990-1991 academic year.

J&J Business Services
Tax Preparation & Accounting
Introduces an EXCLUSIVE
new Service:
Xpre$$ Refunds by RAL
in as little as 8 hrs, 24 hrs guaranteed.
Please call us today 293-3625.
"Give the best a test 01~
wait days on the rest."
4561 Hwy 17 by-pass S Myrtle Beach
Open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday-Saturday, Sunday by appointment.

BRUCE LEE
CHUCK NORRIS
STEVEN SEGAL
JEAN.CLAUDE VAN

DAMME
AND
•
Whose name is missing from this list of
.
karate masters?

It could be yours !!

You have been telling yourself that you
want to take karate.

WHY WAIT? DO IT NOW!
Join the

KARAT CLUB
at Coastal
call ext. 2832 for more info
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African-American

ory

Ob e",Q ce Progr m

Special pull-out section celebrati 9
4frican-American History b

e

9

Z ch (Jonathan Earl P
lett
d
orrie Jed Diamond ri ht) remini
ab ut their childhood' n th p ertyen non-white c mmuunit 0
or ten outh Africa in Th A
Compnay' production of tlBI
The play i a he I ri ht P
ducti n of Coa tal Carolina
"Blood not" ill
pre nt d
February 2 1992 in hee . ht
rium.

Dr. Martin Luther Ki g
"I see the promised land"
by STUART MARK AXELROD
Staff Columnist

This was Dr. Martin Luther King's last,
and most apocalyptic, sennon. Hedelivered
it, at the Bishop Charles Mason Temple in
Memphis, Tenn., on April 3, 1968. The
following excerpts are from that speech.
"Something is happening in Memphis,
something is happening in our world.
As you know, if I were standing at the
beginning of the time, with the possibility of
panoramic view of the whole human history
up to now, and the Almighty said to me,
'Martin Luther King, which age would you
like to live in?' I would take my mental flight
by Egypt through the wilderness on toward
the promised land. And in spite of its
magnificence, I wouldn 'tstop there. I would
move on by Greece, and take my mind to
Mount Olympus. And I would see Plato,
Aristotle, Socrates, Euripides, and
Aristophanes assembled around Lhe
Parthenon as they discussed the great and
eternal issues of reality.
But I wouldn't stop there. I would go
on, even to the great heyday of the Roman
Empire. And I would see developments

around there, through various emperors and
leader. But I wouldn't stop there. I would
even come up to the day of the Renaissance,
and get a quick picture of all that the Renaissance did for the cultural and esthetic
life of man.
But I wouldn't stop there. I would come
up even to 1863, and watch a vacillating
president by the name of Abraham Lincoln
fmally come to the conclusion that he had to
sign the Emancipation Proclamation. But I
wouldn't stop there. I would even come up
to the early thirties, and see a man grappling
with the problems of the bankruptcy of his
nation. And come with an eloquent cry that
we have nothing to fear but fear itself.
But I wouldn't stop there. Strangely
enough, I would tum to the Almighty, and
say, "If you allow me to live just a few years
in the second half of the twentieth century,
I will be happy."
ow that's a strange
statement to make, because the world is all
messed up. The nation is sick. Trouble i in
the land. Confusion all around. That's a
strange statement.
Butl know, somehow, that only when it
is dark enough, can you see the stars. And I

see God working in thi period oflhe twentieth century in a way that men, in m
strange way, are responding-something i
happening in our world.
And 'another reason that I'm happy to
live in this period i that we have been forced
to a point where we're going to have to
grapple with the problems that men ha e
been trying to grapple with through history,
but the demand didn't force Lhcm to do i
Survival demands that we grappl ith them.
Men, for years now. have been tal ing a ut
war and peace. But now, no longer can they
just talk about it. It i no longer a choi
between violence and nonviolence in thi
world; it's nonviolence or none i tence.
That is where we are today. And at in
the human rights revolution, if mething
isn't done, and in a hurry, to bring the
colored peoples of the world out of :heir
long years of poverty, their long years 0
hurt and neglect., the whole world is doomed.
ow, I'm just happy that God hallowed
me to live in thi period, to see what i
unfolding. And I'm happy that he's allowed
me to be in Memphi .
Let u rise up tonight with a greater

HlSto
ea ers an perj4 rme s - - - - -

fiezix Justice

~etha Pigforf!,

Felix Justice has been acting and directing for 31 years. The Martin
Luther King show premiered at the
Lorraine Hansberry Theatre in San
Francisco in 1981 and has toured
in the United States and Africa.
Justice's performance has been
described as brilliant. Critics said
the program brings the persona and
ideology of Martin Luther King
alive, providing viewers with an
emotional, spiritual charge. Justice
studied theatre under the direction
of Robert Johnson and John
Collins in San Francisco and Julie
Bovasso in New York. He grew
up in Florence, South Carolina.

Aretha Pigford, an associate professor in the College of Education at the
University of South Carolina in
Columbia, is a W.K. Kellogg
Foundation Fellow. She is among
45 Americans selected from more
than 840 applicants to receive the
three-year fellowship that allows
the bearer to use grant monies to
support a self-designed plan of
study. Pigford's plan involves
extensive travel in Africa and the
Middle East to study children who
are at-risk from a variety of threats,
including war, apartheid, and
famine.

~anePowell
Jane Powell has mastered practically every musical genre and has performed in a variety of venues,
including film. She boasts a fiveoctave range and a voice reminIScent of Ella Fitzgerald and Mahalia
Jackson. "She stole the might from
a legend," wrote The Washington
Post when Powell appeared on the
same bill with Ray Charles. "A
certain talent comes along every 20
years or so, and you're it," said
singer Tony Bennett following a
Powell performance in Nashville a
few years ago. Powell is a native
of Roanoke, Virginia.

[iiZZiam Raspberry
William Raspberry is a nationally-syndicated columnist whose "Potomac
Watch" appears in 175 newspapers. His often controversial
columns address the issues of
education, crime, justice, drug
abuse, and housing. His interest in
civil rights led him to national
recognition when the Capital Press
Club named him "Journalist of the
Year" in 1965 for his coverage for
The Washington Post of the Watts
riot in Los Angeles. Georgetown
University, in honoring Rasberry
with a doctoral degree, said he "has
made himself an indispensable
companion in the search for fact,
knowledge, and wisdom -- his
insights are sparked by a special
.quality of conscience."

on the Past to Enrich

t~
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January-----------Tbursday, January 23, 1992
Wheelwright Auditorium, 7 p.m.
~Salute to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Actor Felix Jusitce presents his one-man show, "Prophesy in America," that
captures the words, the wisdom, and the wonder of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

-AKA Founders Day
• Sponsored by Mu Iota Omega Chapter, this program celebrates the founders of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.

-Greater Gospel Si g 0

ednesday, Februar. 12, 1992
Student Center, Room} 03, noon

-Poetry of African-Ame ·cans
Enjoy an afternoon of African-American ctry haTed b) tud n , and in u
ing original poetry pre ented by Coa tal Carolina College f; ult and m m
of the community.

February

fuesday Februar. 18,l992
Graduate and Continuing Education Buildin , Room 003, 3:30 p.m.

Saturday, February 1, 1992
Gradua~e

Sunday, Februar. 9 1992
Wheelwright Auditoriwn, 6 p.m.
Thi annual and ever popular program feature e 'cral area choi inclu 'n
Coastal Carolina Go. pel Choir, Twin State M
Choir,
th m Di trie
Choir, and the orlh Myrtle Beach Communily Choir.

Sunday, January 26, 1992
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church
Bucksport, South Carolina, J 1 a.m.

Little Theatre,

of the 1990-1991 Kimbel Di tingui hed Lecture erie of th
h I righ
Passport. admisi on i frec' owever, lie ' et ali required. Call 4 -2502 for
more information.

and Continuing Education Building, 6 p.m.

-Jazz and Hat Fashion Show
The Association of African-American students of Coastal Carolina present
M&M Jaz in concert with Jolean and Company for A Hat Show With and
Attitude."
tI

-Educational Foru
Kappa Delta Pi Educational Honor Society and the As ialion of A ri
American Students of Coastal Carolina College present" re th Public c
Failing Our African-American Children?" Speakers in Iud D . Tenta Gu
assistant professor of education at Coastal Carolina College.

Thursda .. ,Februar 27, 1992

Sunday, February 2, 1992
Wheelwright Auditorium, 3 p.m.

Wheelwright Auditorium. 7 p.m.

-Blood Knot

-Salute to Educat·o

Set in a South African town divided by apartheid, this feIVent play about two
brothers, kinship, and tolerance is perfonned by The Acting Company as part of
the 1990-1991 Cultural Arts Series of the Wheelwright Passport. Tickets are
required. For ticket information, call 349-2502.

Area teachers, principals, and special friend of education ill
recognized.
Keynote address will be given by Dr. Aretha Pigford.
iatc profe or of
education atl.he University of South Carolina in Columbia d a rccen recipient of a W.K. Kellogg Foundation Fello hlp.

Monday, February 3,1992
Student Center Overflow, 7 p.m.

aturday February 29, 1992
Singleton Building Horseshoe, J to 6 p.m.

-Jane Powell in Concert

A Cultural Explos·on

This jazz-blues singer has perfonned on college campuses throughout the
country and was selected by the National Association of Campus Activitie as
the 1990 Campus Entertainer of the Year. Powell has perfonned with Ray
Charles. The concert is sponsored by the Campus Programming Union; tudents are admitted free. Call 349-2301 for more infonnation.

Help bring about harmony in a world of difference through thi ce ebration
awarene S, expo ure, and interactlon of cultural diversit thro gh ~ d, mu ie,
art, and more.

Thursday, February 6, 1992
Wheelwright Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

- William Raspberry
Spend an evening with nationally-syndicated columnist William Raspberry,
who is best know for his column, "Potomac Watch." Raspberry's lecture is part

thePresen

aturday, Februar 29, 1991
Wheelwright Auditoriwn, 6 p.m.

-''Don't Give Up On Your Dreams"
The finale for the fifth annual African-American Hi tory Ob eIVance Program
will be this powerful and moving production by local middle and high h I
students. The play is an anti-drug mu ical about a young man' truggle 0
ucceed amidst a growing drug culture.

JanePowel
in Concert
Monday, February 3,1992·

Student Center Overflow
7:00 p.m.
Students admittedfree
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-Government is a contrivance of human
wisdom to provide for human wants.-

%e
ClianticCeer

-Burke

Lesser of two evils / lonathan Shanks, SGA Vice President
With President Bush touring the planet
drumming up economic support we stand as
a nation on the brink of bankruptcy and
internal strife. I hope that I haven't popped
anyone's bubble about this country's financial situation but that's the way it appears. I
guess the President's advisors up in Washington thought it was time to attempt to do
something about the sick economic status of
the country, so straight off to Japan he went
The rest of his stops were obviously only to
pick up souvenirs and to take Barbara sightseeing. The economic illness, by the way,
has nothing to do with what we, or even
George, actually eat, contrary to popular
benef.
I guess my true concern about the upcoming election and the nations fate isn't
what candidate is more qualified, but rather
who won't mess things up worse. It actually
boils down to choosing the lesser of two

Jonathan Shanks
SGA President
evils. And democrats appear to be more
dangerous at this point than ever before, so
it seems possible thatBu h may continue hi
reign.
ow are thing really all that bad? Can
I justify saying such thing about our country in all realit~,? I think so. Our national
debt is only going to ri e about three-hundred billion dollar this year but with declining interest,rates we hould ave about
thirty billion dollars. Hey,nOl obad. Thanks
George! Our overall debt hould only be
about three trilli0n dollar, give or take a
couple of bucks, so I gue thing aren't that

bad!
o , as if our foreign debt i n 't en ugh
foroureconomy,ourgo ernmentha to bail
out all of the saving and loan in titution
throughout th country. I recently read that
the overall cost to bailout th
ban could
finance all ofth third world db. It unds
expen. i 'e to say th lea t I'm not exa tly
sure how much money 'e'r tal 'ing a ul,
but I know there are 10 ofzeroc involved.
And what hap ned to th Keating Five? I
it really true that they bought a Cami
Crui Ship and are touring the world with
all their friends until th day they die?

Campus crime repor
DECEMBER 1991 CRIME REPORT

by R. H. Meier, II
staff Writer

1~2

Cpl. Turner of the Coastal Carolina
College Police reports that 15 traffic accidents on campus were investigated in 1991
which resulted in approx. $23,000 in damage and an increase of approx. $48,000 in
insurance premiums for the persons at fault
in the accidents. Each point issued against
the driving license represents a yearly premium increase of $1,000 for a period of
three years.
Coastal Carolina College Police are a
State Police agency, empowered to enforce
all state and local laws, and is ue tate traffic
citations. A tate traffic citation carrie with
it the possibility of incarceration, and the
certainty of fines and points against the
license. A total of 37 state traffic citations
were issued in 1991.
OTHER STATISTICS FOR 1991
54 Miscellaneous Incidents
72 Crimes
43 Student Referrals

Hit and Run
Larceny - Parts from Vehicle
Unauthorized Vi itor in Oonns
12,u3 Aggravated Assault by non-student
on a Police Officer
12,U5 Burglary - 0 Forced Entry Resident
Burglary - 0 Forced Entry Resident
12106 Burglary - 0 Forced Entry onresident
Simple Assault
Simple A sault
12,u7 Larceny - Parts from Vehicle
12,u8 Traffic Offense - Citation
Traffic Offense - Citation
12/09 Unauthorized Visitor in Donns
Burglary - 0 Forced Entry Resident
Traffic Offense - Citation
12/11 Larceny - from Coin Machin
12/13 Mi demeanor Theft
12/16 Larceny - Parts from Vehicl
Larceny - Parts from ehi Ie
12(26 Larceny - from Vehicl

E

onda
SGA meetings
at :30 .m.
eeded: ophomore Pre iden

Friday, J
8 p.m. - midnight
TVLounge,SC
Snacks by

SigmaNu

2
Phone in your
favorites to
extension 2340
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-There is nothing so stupid as an educated
man, if you get off the thing that he was
educated irl."
-Will Rogers

Opportunity for summer study in England
by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

Now that the spring semester has begun,
many students are beginning to consider
what they will do with their summer. A
wonderful opportunity exists for those who
would like to obtain a few extra credits in
English literature. government. or business.
"The Oxford Experience" is a program
between Manchester College in England
and Coastal. Students live and study at the

college alongside of their American professors who will accompany them from Coastal
and USC Columbia. English literature is
taught by George Geckle of Columbia. international business is taught by Beth Haynes
of Coastal, and the instructor for British
government and society is Richard Collin of
Coastal.
Students and professors live in the
donns, allowing greater contact between
them. Learning is not confined to the

classroom because of this extra contact
Collin described how in a previous year he
and some of his students were talking in a
pub, where they met a civil servant who
could explain the workings of British government quite personally.
While studying in England in the
summer of 1992, students will have a
chance to visit an underground command
center designed on the off chance that
World War ITI should occur. Students in

THE OXFORD EXPERIENCE
Summer Study in England
The Basics
The summer of 1992 will mark the fifth USC Coastal Carolina College Oxford
Experience in which students will have the chance to study at Britain's
Oxford University for usc Coastal Carolina College credit. Students may
select one of three six-hour 'modules', in either English literature,
government or business. These classes will be taught by USC professors for
usc credit, but they will meet in Oxford University's Manchester College.

Accommodations and Costs
Students and faculty will live in Oxford's beautiful Manchester College,
located in the historic heart of the old city. Oxford stljdent accommodations
are rough-and-ready by American standards, but will involve doubles with
nearby showers and bathrooms and cooking facilities. The basic cost of the
program will include breakfast and lunch during the week and breakfast on
the weekends in the Manchester College dining hall. The total cost for the
program (including airfare, room a!ld the board described above" several
excursions and tuition for six hours of credit) will be $2,750.

An $800 deposit must be received by March 1, 1992.
For additional information and application material please contact Geoff Parsons,
Office of International Programs, USC Coastal Carolina College, P.o. Box
1954, Conway, SC 29526. Phone: 349-2054.

Collin's class will also have an excellent opportuni~y to study the parliamentary system
immediately following an election. "This
may be the fIrst labor government since 1979,"
said Collin.
Other opportunities for students will
abroad will incfude attending theatre performances and visiting nearby areas such as
Stratford-on-Avon, the home of William
Shakespeare, and Wales, where the royal
.
family resides.
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IIThey are able because they think
they are able,lI -Vergil
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Coastal basketball we come
by Art Walker

Marquis "KeKe" Hicks joins team

sports Writer

This semester Coastal's men's basketball team landed Marquis "KeKe" Hick ,a
6') " .guard who transferred from the University of Oklahoma. Originally from Atlanta, Marquis averaged 30.3 points a game
his senior year at Frederick Dougla:s High.
He was recruited by evcral other chool ,
inel uding Clem on, but he picked Oklahoma.
He averaged ju t over fi pomts in muted
action last year. The highlight of his Sooner
career was a 14 point performance against
Kansas, 1991 NCAA Championship runners-up.
After Coastal's game versus Belmont

Abbey, I spoke to Marqui about his new
team, Ii fe playing in the BIg Eight,and about
his impres ion of Coa tal in general.
Q: After atching Coastal last mght what
do ou think about your new teammate .
A' The have better wor
1 S than my
fonner teamm
and
y
rk hard as a
team. Tony (Dunkin can p a
hool
againstanybody,hci iliatg
0 ap ayer.
Q: How do you thin you can help Coastal?
A: ~1y outside shooting should help open
things up for thers and me penetrating to

r

l

shots for th

A.

Intramural update

urily
high

Opportunities for spring ,'92
Submitted by
Intramural Office

The intramural department woUld like
to welcome back all faculty/staff and students to a new year fIlled with fun activities.
--January 24 at4 p.m. in the small gym of
WB B a hot shot contest will be held. ....... 5-on-5 basketball entries are due by
Januray 27 ....
--Racquetball and bowling entries are due

January 25
January 27
Febrawy 1
February 3
February 6
February 8
February 10
February 13
February 17
February 22
February 24
February 27
February 29
March 5
March 6
March 7

February 3. --For all those who made a new year
resolution to "get in shape," try our promi ing aerobics classes: Monday - Wednesday
from 3:30 -4:30 p.m. and Tuesday - Thursday
from 6 -7 p.m. in the dance studio, WBB.

,

by BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-In-ch ef

To register, please stop by the intramural office WBAX 1 or contact 349-2830.

at Liberty
CAMPBELL
at Radford
at UNC Asheville
at Charleston Southern
TE
ESSEE-TEMPLE
WINTHROP
at Davidson
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTO
at Winthrop
CHARLESTO SOUTHER
LIBERTY
at Campbell
at Big Sout: Tournament
at Big South Tournament
at Big South Tournament

*Home games in BOLD

ecor

7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
5:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA

The Coastal Carolina Chanticleers
men's basketball team chalked up another
conference win again t
C-Ashville Saturday. January 18.
The Chants par ed up a elf t-half
lead that they never gave up and wiped out
theBulldogs93-85. UNC-Ashvillemanagcd
to come within six, but Coa tal's defense
denied the Dogs.
The Ashville game mar cd the
return of starting forward Tony "Slam"
Dunkin. He had been out in the beginning of
the season becauseofa hand injury. Dun in,
retuming to thecounin full force,accounted
for 24 points, one steal and two shot bloc .
Starting forward, Eddie Lesaine.

.

prIng

a e
hur a
Jan ary 23
3:30

Call ext. 231 for
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"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male,"
-Kipling

~akf,

time to ma~ fun of the world around ou

by SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

The holiday season is over, except for
all the Christmas wrapping paper on sale at
Wal-Mart. I, however, am not one to give up
easily, and there are a few items concerning
the now concluded Christmas that I would
like to rehash.

Would the last one to leave the
room, please turn off the lights.
First of all, I plan to write to my con-

gressman (in jail if! have to)to see what can
be done about this Christmas light obsession.
I went home to West Virginia o~er
vacation and while there, my mother took
me to see a "lovely" display of lights. Egads!
What had possessed these people? A perfectly fme hillside with four homes had been
desecrated by electricity. It was a monument to everything tacky about Christmas.
There was a life-size plastic nativity set
(waterproof), santas, reindeer, snowmen,
trees, candy canes, etc. But the worst had to
be the trailer with matching satellite dish

outlined in lights. Now, one need not be
ashamed to live in a mobile home, but I
really don't think it's necessary to light it up
so that everyone within a six mile radius
knows the exact dimensions. I won't even
discuss the dish.
The scariest part of the whole thing was
the number of people who drove out to
witness this blessed event Even Christ only
saw a couple of shepherds and three wise
men.
The only redeeming part was the one
house set between two miniature light infernos that had nary a decoration. Not even a
wreath on the door, if they had a tree, the
curtains were drawn so that it couldn't be
seen. Maybe there's hope yet

Upon fIrst seeing the sign, I pondered
its meaning. There was a piece of machinery nearby, so I assumed that they did not
intend to shake the tree manually. I was
seriously considering wasting a dollar to
appease my curiosity when another
customer's resistance wore away.
The butt of the tree was place against
a metal disc at about a 45 degree angle.
The machine was then turned on and the
tree began to vibrate. Gasp! Cover the
children'seyes! It's a sex toy for Christmas

trees!
My friends and I debated providing
the service for the tree we had chosen, but
decided against. We feared it might mentally scar the tree, or worse yet, the tree
might want us to bring it back.

Sex toys for trees.
The second item that made my Christmas season more interesting, was a sign that
said "Shake a Tree $1." No, they weren't
charging you to take your Christmas stress
out on a tree (although not a bad idea). The
sign was at a Christmas tree farm were some
friends and I had gone to make a selection.

Gift giving tips for dogs.
The fInal thing I would like to make
fun of, beg pardon, discuss, is my mother's
dog.
Now, I realize that with her children
gone, mom may tend to treat the dog a little
more like a human than average, but she's
getting carried away.
The dog is a small mutt named Molly
and her wardrobe is larger than mine. My

aunt, who I know is a busy woman, knitted
Molly a sweater. Well, okay, I used to dress
my cat in doll clothes, so I'll let this slide.
Mom stepped over the line this Christmas,
however.
Christmas morning there was a stocking
for the dog. I know what you're thinking, I got
one too, so it isn't jealousy. There were two
packages under the tree to Molly from Santa.
I mean, come on, the dog doesn't even believe
in Santa.
The very worst, though, was the present
to me from the dog. Think about it, I got a
present fonn a dog. Oh, it was a lovely scarf,
but how did Molly know I wanted a scarf?
How did she know I like red? Has she been
eavesdropping?
I fear this is a sign of something deeper.
If a dog can go out a buy a scarf, what's to
prevent it from buying a gun? There is no
seven day waiting period yet, so we wouldn't
even know if the dog had a past record of
biting mailmen on the ankles.
It's time we had stricter gun control legislation. The hell with the NRA, they don't
have dogs giving them scarves for Christmas.
I'm scared and I think we had better do
something before the dogs of America rise up
and take over.

Classified advertising

"The Look Everyone Loves"
Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

Coastal Students
$1 off haircuts everyday.
Thank. you for your patronage!
Walk-ins welcome.

Spring Break

Term papers

- Take your break in Great Britian! Exchangevacationsarrangedbetweenswdents
in England and America. Discount air fare
available. Contact STUDENTS ABROAD,
LTD., P.O. Box 944, Onmgeville,CA 95662.
Tel: (800) 428-8538 Fax: (916) 635-1165.

- Professionally typed - $2/page, spell check,
computer saved, call Sunny at 293-2039.

- JAMAICA, CANCUN FROM $409,
PANAMA CITY BEACH FROM $119
EARN CASH & FREE TRAVEL . . .
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED!!! CALL
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES 1-800648-4849.
House for Rent
Waccamaw River - house for rent -located
at KeysfIeld (Hwy 701 S) boat dock and
inground pool, 20 minutes from Coastal.
$1100/month, call 1-649-2291 in Aiken.

UlSi $500... $1000... $1500

~FOOLJ

I ~ ;r·:·J~
RAISING

. . . . . 11»

For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
BSO'UII' Y NO
INVlITM.Nr ••GUI.,Df
CALL 1-800-950·8472, ext. 50
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"The real character of a man is found out
by his amusements.
1I
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-Sir Joshua Reynolds
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If You Think
ATMs ~hould Be Fr.e e,
Check With UCB
How often do you use an automated telle:r
machine? If you're like most Americans, you're
enjoying the convenience of ATMs more than
ever. What you're probably not enjoying is
having to pay extra for it every time your
checking balance falls below the required
minimum. Most banks currently charge for
each ATM transaction. Some as much as .30.
That can really add up. But United Car~lin~
Bank doesn't think you should have to pay for
convenience. It. doesn't matter what type of
checking account our Customers have or what
their balance is. Form basic checking to Dlamond Banking.m, UCB Customers use ucb24
machines absolutely free. Free use of our
ATMs. Another way we make banking easy.

Please stop by any UCB Office or call 347-5055.
Like most banks, UCB normally charges its
Customers a fee for use of ATMs outside the
ucb14 network.

---
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19

Warren Zevon
January 31 is
Masquerade-Atlanta;
the Magic Bus' Skid Marks King's
last night open Road; Russell &
Dutch Deli;
ever--be there Hamilton
Hearts & Bones Rick's
for their big
21
blowout!
20

The Nads Apple
Stormy Monday Blues
Annie's; David Rockett Rick's; Kerry Michaels
& the Boosters
Band King's Road
Atlantis; Russell &
Hamilton Oscar's

26

Kansas
III usions-CharleslDn;
Homegrown Band
Rick's; Gramtti King's
Road; Band of Oz 200 1

22

Romper Room Magic
Bu; George
or I
Apple Annie's;
GratTitti King's Road;
Valence Rick' ; David
Rockett & Booster
Atlanti ; Live Oak
23 Cowboy

Will & Bushmen
Music Fann; Michael
Bolton Carolina
Coliseum; Homegrown
R'IC k' K
M· h Is
dS;Ki er,rY lCd_ Ba!11
R
Ban
ng s oa, I
Pickney & the Drifters
28 2001
29

Heart & Bones Magic Bus;
Kurt Wheely & Band
Magic Bus; Corrosion or Skid Ro & Pantera Grad
Conrormit. Music Farm; Cole Ctr.; See 'pot Run
The ~ads Ri~k's; Double Ric's; The! ads Apple
Annie's; Kerry Michaels
Take Scuttles; Kerry
Michaels Band King's
Band King's Road' Double
Road· Kevin hield
1a t Scuttle's' Graftitti
Appl; Annie's
Atlantis; witching t
30 Glide Crawdaddy's

Russell & Hamilton
Dutch Deli; Kerry
Michaels Band King's
Road; Hearts & Bones
Rick's

27

[

Lava Love Magic Bus;
Warren Ze 'on Mu ic
Farm-Charle ton;
Graffitti King' Road;
The ads Rick's; Kevin
hields Apple Annie's;
The Kidds 200 1

February 1992

)

1
Winter Blues Melldown:
George McCorkle Band,
Kerry Michaels Band,
Mighty Mighty Rack of
Spam & The MuUets
Atlantis; Russell &
Hamilton Oscar's; Kevin
Shields Apple Annie's

2

Hearts & Bones Rick's; The Cult with Lenny
Russell & Hamilton
Kravitz MasqueradeDutch Deli
Atlanta; Homegrown
Band Rick's
Hear

0 ar'

4

3
Stormy Monday Blues Russell & Hamilton
Rick's
Dutch Deli; Hearts &
Bones Rick's

Kevin Shields Apple
Annie's; Russell &
Hamilton Oscar's

9

10

S

6

The Cult with Lenny The Cramp 13-13
Kravitz Greensboro
Club-Charlotte; The
Coliseum; Homegrown ads Rick's; Kevin
hields Apple Annie's;
Band Rick's
Double Take Scuttle'

11

Kevin Shields Apple
Annie's; Russell &
Hamilton Oscar's

23

17

18

1I.2

2S

VIllJl!Jll~Q~

ID>1l

The Cult with Lenny
Kra\ itt Charlotte
Colisewn- Perfect

IS

Cat Boys App1e Ann

1I.9

20

Stormy Monday Blues The Cult with Lenny
Homegrown Band
Kravitz Omni-Atlanta; Rick's
Rick's
Hearts & Bones Rick's;
Russell & Hamilton
Dutch Deli

24

IPJIlIPIP

Tomm Apple Anme' ;
Double Take Scuule's

Stormy Monday Blues Hearts & Bones Rick's; Homegrown Band
Yngwie Malmsteen
Roxy-Atlanta; Mighty Rick's
Russell & Hemilton
Rick's
Mighty Rack or Spam
Dutch Deli
Crawdaddy's; Kevin
Shields Apple Annie's;
Russell & Hamilton
Oscar's

16

7

21

22

an Halen with Bab
Animal Charloue
Coliseum; Wild Men
from Borneo Apple
Annie'

26

27

2

-
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CALL US!

UPPER-CLASS
. LIVING

-449-8700

626-7666

9900·0 N.Jqs Hwy.

1706 S. Kings Hwy•

Socat..

MyrtltBeech

449-2469 _111111111111111_

/~

" .'

RestlUrant Row

Myrtle Beach

. .'. . JJ:"-

6S0-3030

5221 N. Ki~s Hwy.

~ .

5525 Didt Pent Rei.

N. Myrtle BelCh

249-8181
509 Hwy 17 North
Conway

248-3646
1223161hAve.

Surflkl. BIlCh

_ . 238-8500
810 Hwy 17 South -

®

.

Ilam - I am Sun-Thurs
Ilam - 2 am Frl & Sat

--:~. ~

N·e·w Mana.gemc,nt!
We are now offering custom-fit
leases .... you nalne the tenns.
Apartments-are fully furnished including
~esk, washer & dryer, and all appliances.

SHARE A BEDROOM & BATH
$160 per month
-or-

WANTED:

HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM AND BATH
$259 per month
I

:',

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES ,

.

-

'..:.'

.

"

.'

-

. - ,:'1

CROSSROADS APAI{TMENTS

on J

JA
Highway

one-half mile west of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347-3393
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5.
5.:.1 4

ARY 28th, ~_ _I
ittle Theate

All productl JI~¥-tf"rl
Spring Arts Festival April 1, 2 & 3

O}"'FROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS

